HONGKONG—MACAO
stiff with mud. The others were no better off, though the
Chinese had plenty of dry clothes to change into, and
their hairless faces looked fresh and clean beside our own
dirty stubble beards. Auden stole A. W. Kao's stockings.
Peter doggedly prised open his drenched suede shoes.
Slightly hysterical after this, our third night of insuffi-
cient sleep, we laughed and joked at the doleful T. Y.'s
expense. CT. Y., art tha sleeping there below?' A. W. Kao,
meanwhile, was telephoning to divisional headquarters.
After grinding at the instrument for some minutes like a
coffee-machine, he extracted a few grains of the blackest
possible news. The general couldn't see us. He was too
busy to make any statement. We were to leave imme-
diately.
4Not without our breakfasts,' said Fleming firmly. To
Auden and myself he whispered that such delaying tactics
gave us our only possible chance of seeing anything at
all. T. Y. Liu announced that he would leave Meiki at
once by chair. He hadn't slept for a fortnight. He was
very ill indeed.
But was there any breakfast to be had? The whole
house seemed to have gone suddenly dead. Only a couple
of orderlies, fidgeting at the door, remained unwillingly
at our disposal. Following Peter's cue, we continued to
demand food, and an interview with some responsible
staff officer, until even A. W. Kao, who was certainly no
coward, began to look a trifle green. Divisional head-
quarters, he told us, would soon be retiring to Anchi: we
could speak to the general there. The Japanese were now
only ten li away from the town. They would probably
attack as soon as it got light.
It did get light. Still we dawdled. I began to feel ex-
ceedingly uncomfortable. T. Y. Liu had already left, and
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